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Creating a Developed Network

Final DesignProject goal
The goal of this project is to define a personalised interaction between users 

and a voice activated intelligent medical pod called Ally.

A deep learning framework that acts as a foundation to help build and define what 

an interaction between Ally and different generations (Baby Boomers, Generation X 

and Millennials) should be like. 

Creating a developed network for voicesCreating a developed network for phrases

• Collection of a database of text is 

fed to the text analysis block.

• This is where the “content” of  

interaction created. The developed 

network for phrases and the features 

pertaining to the particular generation 

are fed here. 

• Utterance of words that cater to the 

specific generation is generated and 

sent to the linguistic analysis block.

•  Phasing, intonation and duration 

of voice is calculated here, based 

on the voice features catering to the 

particular generation.

• The decision of voice synthesis is 

made based on the information from 

the developed network for voices.

• Phonemes are created as output 

and a waveform of voice is generated, 

suited to speak to a particular 

generation. 

 • A feedback loop is created to 

improve the algorithm over time.

The Deep Learning Framework Ally’s interaction with Baby Boomers

Deep Learning framework for a personalised 
interaction between users and a medical pod


